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Baryon Stopping and Charged Particle Distributions in Central Pb 1 Pb Collisions
at 158 GeV per Nucleon
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Net proton and negative hadron spectra for central Pb1 Pb collisions at 158 GeV per nucleon at the
CERN Super Proton Synchrotron were measured and compared to spectra from lighter systems. Net
baryon distributions were derived from those of net protons. Stopping (rapidity shift with respect to
the beam) and mean transverse momentumkpT l of net baryons increase with system size. The rapidity
density of negative hadrons scales with the number of participant nucleons for nuclear collisions,
whereas theirkpT l is independent of system size. ThekpT l dependence upon particle mass and system
size is consistent with larger transverse flow velocity at midrapidity for Pb1 Pb compared to S1 S
central collisions. [S0031-9007(99)08704-9]
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Lattice QCD predicts that strongly interacting matter a
an energy density greater than1 2 GeVyfm3 attains a de-
confined and approximately chirally restored state know
as the quark-gluon plasma (for an overview, see [1]). Th
state of matter existed in the early Universe, and it ma
influence the dynamics of rotating neutron stars [2]. Th
0031-9007y99y82(12)y2471(5)$15.00
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collision of nuclei at ultrarelativistic energies offers th
possibility in the laboratory of creating strongly inter
acting matter at sufficiently high energy density to form
a quark-gluon plasma [3]. Hadronic spectra from the
reactions reflect the dynamics of the hot and dense zo
formed in the collision. The baryon density, establishe
© 1999 The American Physical Society 2471
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early in the reaction, is an important factor governing th
evolution of the system [4]. Comparison of model pre
dictions with measured rapidity and transverse mome
tum distributions and correlation functions constrains th
possible dynamical scenarios of the reaction [5], such
those for longitudinal and transverse flow [6]. In addition
the mechanism by which the incoming nucleons lose m
mentum during the collision (baryon stopping [7]) is a
important theoretical problem [8–10], and the measur
ment of baryon stopping in heavy ion collisions provide
essential data on this question.

In this Letter, we present measurements by the NA4
Collaboration of rapidity and transverse momentum di
tributions of participating baryons and negative hadron
over a large fraction of phase space for central Pb1 Pb
collisions at 158 GeV per nucleons

p
sNN  17.2 GeVd.

Hadronic spectra from S1 S collisions at 200 GeV per
nucleon [11–13] andN 1 N (nucleon-nucleon) collisions
at 200 and 400 GeV [14,15] serve as important referenc
helping to identify effects that depart from those expecte
from the linear superposition of manyN 1 N collisions.

The NA49 apparatus is described in [16]. A beam o
208Pb ions at 158 GeV per nucleons ylab  5.8d from
the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) struck
224 mgycm2 thick natural Pb target. The 5% most centra
collisions were selected by measurement of the forwar
going energy in the phase space occupied by the projec
spectator nucleons. The reaction products passed thro
a dipole magnetic field, and tracks from charged particl
used for this analysis were measured in two large Ma
Time Projection Chambers (MTPCs) placed downstrea
of the magnets on either side of the beam axis. Ov
1000 tracks were measured in each event. Identificati
of protons utilized the specific ionizationskdEydxld of the
gas of the MTPC [17]. A relativekdEydxl resolution of
6% was achieved.

The evolution of the incoming baryons (baryon stop
ping) was studied through measurement of the differen
of the proton and antiproton distributions (net protons, d
notedp 2 p ) to eliminate the effect of baryon-antibaryon
pair production. Meson production was studied throug
the yield of negative hadronssh2d, comprising primarily
p2, with an admixture ofK2 and p. 5 3 104 central
events were used for thep 2 p analysis and7 3 103

central events were used for theh2 analysis.
The net proton yield was determined by an identifica

tion technique designed to minimize the systematic e
rors over wide acceptance [18]. For each phase spa
bin s y, pT d, the distribution ofkdEydxl from negatively
charged particles was subtracted from that of positive
charged particles, resulting in a distribution that containe
a peak with positive amplitude (more positive than neg
tive tracks, principally due to the net proton yield), an
a peak at higherkdEydxl with negative amplitude (net
pions). In order to extract the particle yields, Gaussia
functions were fitted to the two extrema in each differ
ence distribution. A correction to the net proton yield fo
2472
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the difference betweenK1 and K2 yields, based upon
NA49 data [19], was 15% atycm , 0 and was negligible
for ycm . 1. The negative hadron yield was determine
from the yield of all tracks from negatively charged par
ticles excluding electrons, identified viakdEydxl.

Corrections for detector acceptance and track reco
struction efficiency were calculated by embedding an
reconstructing simulated tracks in real events [18]. Th
tracking efficiency was greater than 95% over most of th
acceptance, falling below 80% in regions of high trac
density and near the edges of the acceptance. Yield
a function of rapidity was determined only for bins hav
ing acceptance topT  0, with the exception of the two
lowest rapidity bins forh2 where extrapolation was based
upon the adjacent bin having full coverage. At highpT ,
the acceptance was limited to the region in which detect
effects were well understood in this analysis, extending
least topT  2.0 GeVyc for all rapidity bins. Instrumen-
tal background due to secondary interactions with dete
tor material was estimated to be 5% of the total measur
yield, using aGEANT-based Monte Carlo simulation and
the VENUS event generator [10], which reproduces tran
verse and forward energy distributions in central Pb1 Pb
collisions [3]. Excluding the decay corrections discusse
below, the systematic errors of all rapidity distribution
were less than 10%.

The measured yields contain contributions from th
products of weak decays that were incorrectly reco
structed as primary vertex tracks. The background co
rection to theh2 yield due to the decay ofK0

S was
estimated using NA49 data [19] to be 5% at midrapidity
decreasing strongly at higher rapidity. Background to th
h2 yield due toL decay is less than 1%. The backgroun
correction to thep 2 p yield is due to the decays ofL,
L, S1, and S

2
and was assessed using aGEANT-based

simulation of the decay ofL andL and reconstruction of
their charged decay products. (L and L should be un-
derstood in this paper to include the contributions ofS0

or S0 as well as feeddown from weak decays, which ar
not distinguishable from primaryL or L in this analysis.)
To investigate the dependence of this correction on t
phase space distribution of the decaying particles, thr
different shapes of rapidity distribution forL 2 L were
used, based upon (i) predictions of the RQMD model [9
and (ii) the VENUS model [10] and (iii) a preliminary
NA49 measurement [20]. In each case theS1 2 S

2

yield was assumed to be 30% of theL 2 L yield [21]
and to have the same rapidity distribution. Strangeness
not conserved if both the hyperon yields in (i) or (ii) and
the measured kaon distribution are used. The hyper
yields in these cases were therefore scaled by the ratio
charged kaon yields in the data and the model, there
imposing strangeness conservation. In order to compa
corrections due toL 2 L distributions differing only in
shape but not total yield, the distribution in (iii) was
scaled so that the ratio ofL 1 S0 to charged kaon yield
agreed with that from the models. Thep 2 p distribution
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corrected by otherL 2 L distributions can be derived
from the figure.

Figure 1, upper panel, shows the event normalized
proton yield as a function of rapidity for central Pb1 Pb
collisions, incorporating the threeL 2 L corrections and
correspondingL 2 L rapidity distributions. Also shown
is the proton rapidity distribution forp 1 p collisions at
400 GeV [15], which is qualitatively different. The com
parison highlights the importance of multiple collisions t
baryon stopping in nuclear collisions.

To determine the net baryonsB 2 Bd rapidity distribu-
tion, the contribution of the remaining net baryons, in a
dition to p 2 p andL 2 L, must be estimated. Mode
calculations [9,10] indicate that the rapidity distributio
of net neutrons follows that of net protons over mo
of phase space, with a 7% larger yield. The contrib
tions of S1 2 S

2
andS2 2 S

1
were accounted for by

assuming the same rapidity distributions asL 2 L and
scaling theL 2 L distribution by an empirical factor
1.6 6 0.1 derived from hadronic reactions [21]. Multi-
strange baryons contribute less than 2% toB 2 B [22]
and were not accounted for. The net baryon yieldB 2 B
was then calculated as

B 2 B  s2.07 6 0.05d sp 2 pd

1 s1.6 6 0.1d sL 2 Ld . (1)
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FIG. 1. Upper panel: Normalized rapidity distributions o
p 2 p for Pb 1 Pb collisions incorporating correction (i)
(open circles are data reflected aboutycm  0; errors not
shown). Lines show variation in data using corrections (
(dotted) and (iii) (dashed). Also shown are correspondi
L 2 L rapidity distributions [(i) solid; (ii) dotted; (iii) dashed],
and the scaled proton distribution forp 1 p collisions. Lower
panel: Normalized rapidity distributions ofB 2 B from Eq. (1)
for Pb 1 Pb incorporating correction (i), and scaledB 2 B for
S 1 S. Lines correspond to corrections (ii) (dotted) and (ii
(dashed).
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Figure 1, lower panel, shows theB 2 B rapidity dis-
tribution for Pb1 Pb. The data points and errors are
for L 2 L correction (i). The variation inB 2 B due
to the use of differentL 2 L corrections is smaller than
that due to other sources of systematic error. TheB 2 B
yield is less sensitive than thep 2 p yield to the assumed
L 2 L distribution, because theL 2 L distribution is
removed from the measuredp 2 p distribution by the
decay correction but added again in Eq. (1) to calcula
B 2 B, with the two contributions approximately cancel
ing. Conclusions on baryon stopping are therefore bas
upon the net baryon rather than net proton rapidity distr
bution. Also shown in Fig. 1, lower panel, is theB 2 B
rapidity distribution for the 3% most central S1 S colli-
sions at 200 GeV per nucleon [12], using a coefficient o
2.0 for p 2 p in Eq. (1) and with integral normalized to
the number of nucleon participants in Pb1 Pb. Within
j ycmj , 2.5, there are352 6 12 participant baryons for
Pb 1 Pb and52 6 3 for S 1 S central collisions [12].

The B 2 B rapidity distribution is narrower for Pb1
Pb than for S1 S collisions, indicating increased baryon
stopping for Pb1 Pb collisions. (In the c.m. frame,
ybeam  2.9 for Pb 1 Pb and 3.0 for S1 S.) The
median rapidity shift of the leading nucleon with respec
to the beam in high energyp 1 Pb collision is 2–
2.5 units [23]. Because of the symmetry of the nuclea
reactions studied in this work, distributions of targe
and projectile nucleon rapidity shifts in full phase spac
cannot be determined separately, limiting the magnitud
of a calculated rapidity shift even in the case of larg
baryon stopping. The mean rapidity shift relative toybeam
for participant baryons within0 , ycm , 2.5 is kDyl 
21.76 6 0.05 for Pb 1 Pb and kDyl  21.63 6 0.16
for S 1 S collisions.

Figure 2 shows the event normalized rapidity distribu
tion (assuming pion mass) ofh2 in central Pb1 Pb and
S 1 S [12] collisions, and isoscalar inelasticN 1 N [14]
collisions. An independent analysis of Pb1 Pb collisions
using the NA49 Vertex TPCs found a distribution consis
tent with these data [24]. The S1 S andN 1 N distri-
butions were scaled relative to that for Pb1 Pb by the
ratio of the number of participant nucleons and a facto
of 0.96 to account for the energy dependence of avera
multiplicities measured in hadronic collisions [25]. No
correction for the net isospin difference between Pb1 Pb
and the other systems was applied. Under the assumpt
that the net isospin in the final state of a Pb1 Pb colli-
sion is carried entirely by mesons, the additional scalin
factor needed for comparison of the S1 S andN 1 N
distributions to that of Pb1 Pb is 1.12.

The enhancement of meson yield at midrapidity fo
nuclear collisions relative toN 1 N collisions has been
noted previously [11]. Taking into account the net isospi
difference, the agreement between the Pb1 Pb and
scaled S1 S distributions is striking. This scaling of the
yield of produced particles with number of participants
first observed inp 1 A collisions [23], is also observed
2473
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FIG. 2. Normalized rapidity distributions ofh2 for central
Pb 1 Pb collisions, and scaled central S1 S and isoscalar
inelasticN 1 N collisions.

in the collision of very heavy ions. Extrapolation of th
h2 yield to full phase space was performed by takin
into account the asymmetry in theh2 rapidity distribution
(assuming pion mass) due to the contribution ofK2 [19],
resulting in an estimated totalh2 yield of 695 6 30
particles. The number ofh2 per participant nucleon
pair, not adjusted for isospin, is4.0 6 0.2 for Pb 1 Pb
collisions, compared to3.6 6 0.2 for S 1 S collisions
and3.22 6 0.06 for isoscalarN 1 N collisions [14].

Figure 3, upper panel, shows transverse mass spe
smT 

p
m2 1 pT

2d near midrapidity forh2 andp 2 p
for central Pb1 Pb collisions. NA49 has previously re
ported the fit of an expanding hadronic source model [2
to midrapidity h2 and deuteronmT spectra andh2 cor-
relation functions [6], giving a freeze-out temperature
T  s120 6 12d MeV and transverse expansion veloc
ity b'  s0.55 6 0.12d. Figure 3, upper panel, shows
the fit of this model with fixedb'  0.55 to the h2

and p 2 p spectra reported here. The resulting freez
out temperatures areT  s126 6 2d MeV for h2 and
T  s118 6 5d MeV for p 2 p.

Figure 3, lower panel, shows the rapidity depe
dence of kpT l calculated within 0 , pT , 2.5 GeV.
For p 2 p for central Pb1 Pb collisions, kpT l 
s825 6 37d MeV at ycm  0 and s600 6 17d MeV at
ycm  2.4, compared to the rapidity-averaged valu
kpT l  s622 6 26d MeV for central S1 S colli-
sions [11]. For h2 for central Pb1 Pb collisions,
kpT l  s385 6 18d MeV at ycm  0, compatible with
s377 6 4d MeV for central S1 S collisions [12]. (In
considering kpT l for h2 at high rapidity, note that
the kinematic limit for pions forN 1 N collisions at
158 GeV falls belowpT  1 GeV near beam rapidity.)

A similar characterization ofpT distributions results
from fitting 1ymT dnydmT with a functionA exps2mT yT d.
A fit within 0 , mT 2 m0 , 0.8 GeV to thep 2 p data
near midrapidity for central Pb1 Pb collisions yielded
T  s308 6 15d [NA44 reporteds289 6 7d MeV for pro-
tons [13] ]. NA35 found rapidity-averagedT  s235 6
2474
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9d MeV for central S1 S collisions [12]. The increase in
T and kpT l with particle mass is consistent with a larger
transverse radial flow velocity at midrapidity in Pb1 Pb
than S1 S collisions [6,13].

In summary, baryon stopping for central collisions a
ultrarelativistic energies increases with system size. Th
integrated yield and rapidity density of negative hadron
exhibit scaling with the number of participant nucleons fo
nuclear collisions, and a small enhancement with respe
to N 1 N collisions. At midrapidity, a large increase is
observed inkpT l for the stopped baryons in Pb1 Pb
relative to S1 S collisions, with no significant increase
in kpT l for negative hadrons. The increase inkpT l with
particle mass is consistent with an increase in transver
radial flow velocity for heavier colliding systems.
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